NOTICE OF MEETING

Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2023
Call to Order: 6:10 pm
Location: Price Center East, The Forum

Order of Business

Roll Call

Public Input

- Ullises - I would appreciate a moment of silence for the victims of Monterey Park and Half moon bay.
  - Moment of Silence
- Sparky - There was a lack of outreach and Presence from Associated Students for the recent protest
- Cristian Fuentes – Wanted to clarify that there were some circumstances out of the control of the folks at the women’s commission that impacted their ability
- Nic Alonzo – Wanted to introduce myself as the Assistant Director of Campus Events Office, wanted to let you know that the door is open
- Marysol Valdez – Acknowledge the lack of participation but there were unfortunately events that impeded my ability to participate

Special Presentations

- Special Presentation on Campus Privacy. Sponsored by President Sky Yang
  - Q&A
  - CPO Charles – Health Care data, Students out of state from states that might outlaw certain procedures, can you speak on processes or protections in place for those students.
    - In CA there has been a law passed that tells us we are NOT to respond to subpoena and similar requests from other states of the sort
  - VP Callahan – Some students have a fear of challenging the university while using university resources such as UCSD email and I was hoping you can speak on what sort of limits there might be on those things
    - Electronics Communication policy makes it so that anyone who want to access your communications without jumping through a lot of hoops and there are rules to when that is even possible
  - Sen Lin – Automated License Readers, what is this technology going to be used for and will it be put into parking structures
Yes, it is, primary use will be parking enforcement to look for things such as abandoned vehicles.

The technology is already in use in parking structures, but the question currently being discussed about is the access that law enforcement might have.

- **Sen Leung** - How do you recover from data leaks and manage folks' privacy in this way
  - It varies depending on the situation, but we notify folks involved for transparency's sake

- **CPO Charles** – What resources are there for students who were involved in the leak with applications processes

- **Trim your digital footprint as it can all be used to create a profile of you.**

- **Move to extend time by 5 min.**

- **Sen Ventrapragada** – Is data gathered from studies accessible
  - If it is deidentified it can legally be attained by the public but at UCSD we make it more difficult and ensure you are not identifiable.

- **Special Presentation regarding Fall 2022 AS Advocacy Agenda Survey. Sponsored by CCO Rosario**
  - **President Yang** – Do you know overlap rate of students who responded to the last survey
    - No, we do not collect that data
  - **Sen Welch** - I noticed that least preferred method of reaching out is tabling, should we change that focus
    - I don’t think this was conclusive enough to stop tabling
  - **VP Callahan** – How do we move forward with this data if we know it is a small sample
    - Unfortunately, we have to extrapolate because this is all we have
  - **VP Ventrapragada** – How do we try to increase participation
    - Spring quarter had larger turn out due to the incentives
  - **Move to extend time by 5 min**
  - **Sen Lin** – We could consider that if students got access to this through a certain medium then they might prefer said medium

- **Special Presentation regarding AS Safe Rides Analysis: Optimal Boundaries and Fare Prices. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster**
  - **President Yang** – With expansion this program would become much more popular but there is limited budget. We no longer have an agreement with lyft for better rates so how will we plan to meet that demand
    - Last quarter we expanded and still saw a lot of unused funds and so we are hoping we get closer to that maximum
- Due to roll over this quarter, we have 3x the budget of what was used last quarter
  - VP Callahan – does this include the hillcrest area
    - Yes
  - Move to extend by 10 min
  - Sen Ventrapagada – Could we consider doing a pool of 24 rather than 2 "up to $12" rides
  - Sen Ortiz – are train stops included
    - Yes

Reports of Senator Projects

Reports of AS Senators
- Sen Ventrapagada – Starting to investigate the possibilities of getting epinephrin in dining halls

Reports of AS Offices
- CCO Rosario – No more quarterly tabling schedule as most folks have conflicting times.
  - Planning on doing an Elections Series to help people understand what different positions do
  - Trying to schedule Photoshoot for AS
- President Yang – Hot ones interview this Saturday night
  - In planning steps for lighting walk and will announce when there are updates
- VP Callahan –
- VP Lau – Pro Staff hiring committees so please slack me if interested
  - Looking at challenge course team bonding

Question Time

Reports of Standing Committees
- Finance
  - F1 Approved, No Objections
  - F2 Approved, No Objections

Reports of External Committees

Committee Question Time

Discussion Items
- Discussion regarding AS outreach and check-ins. Sponsored by CCO Rosario
  - CCO Rosario – What type of outreach have y’all done
    - Sen Welch – Tabling in 7th college with council
    - Sen Leung – We have started tabling in warren and trying to attend warren specific events
Sen Mandal – Virtual Tabling and Dining hall tabling, would be nice to have some sort of kit
- Sen Juarez – have gone to org meetings
- Sen Eng – table at goodies and go to org meetings
  - CCO Rosario – Prefer scheduled outreach or on your own time and how can my office support you
    - Sen Leung – difficult to coordinate with all of senate so it is easier for personalized times, could be good to supply us with things like QR codes or other graphics we can use to distribute rather than just speaking to people
    - Sen Tapia – Got a lot of “how to get involved” so maybe making a resource or page we can direct people to
    - Sen Juarez – More difficult for academic senators since we don’t necessarily have a centralized physical location to reach our constituents

Unfinished Business
New Business
Open Forum
- VP Callahan
  - Senator projects is for pitching ideas and updates not just completed projects
- Sen Ventrapragada
  - Are there any opinions about safe rides
    - Straw poll
    - Keep current model - 10
    - Turn to gift card/money pool model - 13
    - No opinion – 0
- Move to open moderated caucus for 10 min, second, no objections
  - President Yang – Current model is 2 x $12 code. Current allocation is $36 k which is about 500 students per quarter.
  - Sen Welch – Against gift card because they are more likely to used up at start of quarter
  - VP Callahan – against gift card but would like to look into bettering program
  - Sen Lin – We are trying to increase popularity and use at the moment; current model encourages what’s the bang for the buck and not just when students feel unsafe
  - Sen Tapia – the main concern should be on outreach and advertisement
- Nicolette – Have heard from a few senators about projects and I want to encourage you to reach out to me if you have ideas and need support

Roll Call
Finance Committee

F1. Allocation of $498.34 from Student Organization Programming Unallocated to Project in a Box for PiB Project Committee. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster

F2. Allocation of $1,010.00 from Student Organization Programming Unallocated to Women in Business for Galentines. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster